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1. Introduction

1.1 Overview

    Gurung  is a  Tibeto-Burman language spoken  in the higher mountain

area  in the kingdom of  Nepal. It is also  spoken  by Gurungs  living in the

eastern  part of  this country  in which  Tibetan speakers  are  dominant. Not

only  Gurungs  but also  other  tribes adjacent  to the Gurung speaking  area  use

the term  Gurung  as  their surnames,  and  at times for their nationality.  In

spite  of  the fact that Gurung  shows  diversity in regional  variations.  it has

been used  asalingua  franca of  the area. Nowadays,  most  of  the younger

generation are  not  active  speakers,  but passive listeners of  this language.

The  number  of  those who  speak  the language with  fluency is decreasing

year by  year. Most  teenagers never  speak  the language, and  instead they

use  Nepali, the official language of  the country,  Gurung  can  be divided

into three major  dialects: eastern,  western,  and  southern.  The  Syangja
dialect belongs to southern  Gurung.

    According to the 2001  census  of  Nepal. Gurung  is spoken  by  338,925

people in the midd!e  of  the country2.  Their population is distributed main-
ly in the KaskL  Larnjung, Syangta, Tanahu, Gorkha, Parbat, and  Manang

districts of  the Gandaki  zone  of  Nepal.  However,  migration  to other  parts
of  the country,  particularly eastern  Nepal, dates back to the Gorkha  con-

quest and  fhe related  events  of  the 18th and  the early  19th centuries.  Several
thousand  of  speakers  live in india, Hong  Kong, Malaysia, Korea,  and  Japan.

  1. Lecturer, Department  of  Chinese, College of  Foreign Studies. Reitaku University, B.A. in

Literature (Keio University), M.A.  in Linguistics (University of  Hawaii at  Manoa),  Enrolled in
Ph.D. programme  at  City University of  Hong  Kong.

  2. All of  those who  speak  Gurung are  regarded  as  members  of  the Gurung nationality,  but not
all of  them  speak  Gurung.  All ages  and  sexes  use  Nepali, and  most  people can  talk about  com-

mon  topic in Nepali, which  is regarded  as  economically  advantageous,  in addition,  we  have to
bear in mind  the accuracy  of  the censes,  and  they  should  be  used  with  skepticism  and  caution,

There may  be certain  politically motivated  manipulation  of  the language data,
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1.2 Linguisticposition

    Tibeto-Burman is the branch in Sino-Tibetan with  the most  numerous

and  highly differentiated individual laiiguages. T[he genetic classification

of  Tamang  languages including Gurung within  the  Tibeto-Burman  family is

still unclear,  but it is usually  classified  in the Tamang  branch.

    The Gurung  language is a member  of the Tamangic  group along  with

Gurung, Thakali, Nar-Phu  and  Tamang.  I assume  it is lexically and  gram-
matically  closest  to Manang  within  this' group. These languages share

many  features. but it is still unknown  whether  these innovations are  due  to

internal factors, language contact  or  genetic relationship,  At  this moment,

the most  likely classification  is as  follows, after Noonan  (2003: 315):

                  Tamangic

      A
Tamang  complex  Gummgic

                    "rt-X--XJ7-x

           Manang-Nar-Phucomplex Gurung  TIhakali-Chantyal

                                        ThakAti chantyai

    On  the basis of  historical development  of  certain  phonological and

grammatical features, Nishi proposed the following items as  the criteria of

sub-grouping  of  Tamangic languages (Nishi 1991: 84):

1.2,

3.4.5.6.7.

8.9.10.11.Applying

 these criteria

guages deserve further study.

'kl-'ky-fk-
 (f-i) e,g. Manang,  Thakali

'k-.Iy-11-
 (1.i) '

 e.g.  Gurung,  Syang,

                                        Marpha
*g-

 
-kh

 e.g, Manang
'khr-.hr-fgr-

 
-'khr-.hr

 e,g, Manang
'kr-

 
'

 ky-IK- (1-i), 
'kr-

 
-

 k- (1-u<o) e.g, Syang
*kr--t-

 e.g,  Thakali

Twolowvewels,originatedinPTAM*-aaand'-a  e.g,Manang,  Thakali

                                        (possibly Syang  and

                                        Marpha)
DATsuffixhasseparateshapefromLOC  

'
 e.g.Tamang,Gurung

ERG  suffix  separate  shape  from  ABL  e.g, Gurumg

Special suffix  for colour  terms  e.g, Gurung.  Tamang

No  paTticular NEG  particle in IMPR  e.g.  Gurung,  Manang

              , the investigation on  subgrouping  of  Tamangic  lan-

1.3 Informant

    The  informant  diTectly involved with  this work  is Mr.  LacchiTn

Gugung. After two  months  of  his birth in Hong  Kong,  he  moved  to

Syangta district. and  grew  up  there. He  received  primary and  secondary

educations  in Gurung and  Nepali. Now  he lives in Hong  Kong  and  speaks
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Gurung  everyday  at home. His deep understanding  towards  this kind of
linguistic study  and  his good  speaking  and  writing  ability  of  Gurung

enabled  me  to grasp the whole  picture of  aspects  of  the  Gurung  language,

[[he grammatical analysis  is based on  elicited  sentences  and  texts told by  the

informant. The fieldwork has been carried  out  in English and  Nepali3.

2. PhoneticsandPhonology

    In the context  of  the Tibeto-Burman,  the phonological system  of

Gurung  is rather  simple.  What  follows is a  description of  the consonant

and  vowel  phonemes, syllable  structure  and  tone. In the context  of  Tibeto-

Burman  languages, the phonological system  of  Gurung  is rather  simple.

Gurung  has a series  of  voiced  aspirated  consonants,  which  is peculiar to this
language. Presumably  they  were  acquired  through  the language contact

with  surrounding  indo-Aryan languages4. We  will  discuss and  the conso-

nant  system  in 2,1, the vowel  system  in 2.2, the syllable  canon  in 2.3 and

tone and  intonation patterns in 2.4 and  2.5 respectively,  Lastly, phonologi-
cal rules  will  be discussed in 2.6.

2.1 Theconsonantphonemes

    The  Gurung consonant  inventory is not  so  rich  compared  with  other

related  languages. Typical of  South Asian languages, Gurung  contrasts

voiceless,  voiceless  aspirated,  voiced  and  voiced  aspirated.  Gurung  con-

trasts five points of  articulation:  bilabial, dental, retroflex  palatal and  velar,

The  dental point of  articulation  is apico-dental.  Aspiration is distinctive

for stops  and  affricates, There are  twenty-nine  consonants  found in the
Syangta dialect of  Gurung, as  listed in Table 1,

    The  items in parentheses in Table  1 are  not  phonemic: [f] is an  allo-

phone  offphlwhen  it is followed by front vowels,  e.g. philima 2 
-

 filima 2
'film',

 phila 2 
.

 fila 2 
'upwards';

 [P] is an  allophone  of  lb/ in word  medial

position, e,g.  ja-ba 3 .
 ja-fia 3; [x] is an  allophone  of  lkh/. e.g.  pakhura 2 -

paxura 2 
'arm',

 pokhara 1 
-

 poxara 1 
'Pokhara

 (place name)'.  The  occur-

rence  of loan phonemes  is restricted  to a  rather  1imited set  of Nepali loans.

  3. Prior to this fieldwork, prelirninary fieldwork on  Gurung  was  conducted  with  other  native

speakers  of  Gurung in Hong  Kong  in summer  2001. The main  objective  was  to find appropriate

native  speakers  and  to gather materials  on  Gurung  tribes. Several other  Gurung people  in

Hong  Kong  have  also  been  generous enough  to help me.  The information I obtained  from  them

has been  directly utilized  in this work,  and  it is extremely  significant  for my  understanding  of

Gurung  in general. I am  pleased to record  my  warmest  thanks  to them.  Along  with  elicitation

data taken  from  the  language consultant.  I have  also  collected  a  !arge amount  of  text and  data on

socio-cultural  aspects  of this tribe.

  4. Dzongkha,  the official  language of  the  kingdom of  Bhutan, and  a  few Tibetan dialects have

voiced  aspirated  series.
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PlaceofArticulation

MaimerofArticulation
BilabialDentalRetrofiex' PalatalVelarGlottal

StoP VoicelessUnaspiratedp t t 'k (?)
Aspirated ph th th kh

VoicedUnaspiratedb d q g

Aspirated bh dh qh gh
AffricateVoicelessUnaspirated if

Aspirated 0
VoicedUnaspirated ag

Aspirated (iSh

FricativeVoiceless (fiif) f(x)h
Nasal m n o
Lateral 1

Tril1 r

Glide W
.J

Tablel. theGurungconsonants

Voiced  aspirated  consonants  [b", dh, tgh, g"] and  retroflex  sounds  [t, tlt, q C(P]

appear  mainly  in loanwords from Nepali. Very frequently. a glottal stop

can  be heard when  there is no  initial, e.g.  [a] -  [?a] 
'breast'.

 However,  it is

not  a  phoneme because it does not  contrast  with  a  vocalic  onset.

    All of  the consonants  can  be initials. [[he pairs li/ and  lji!, and  lu/
and  lwu1 do not  show  any  contrasts.

    Following are  phonetic descriptions for each  phoneme and  distribution
of  allophones  in Gurung:

lp!

!phllb!

lbh!lt/

le!ldl

ldhlltllthl!q!1djf

unaspirated  voiceless  bilabial stop,  Allophones  are  [p] and  [pi], and  the
latter one  (unreleased) occurs  word-final  before a  pause. [p] occurs'

everywhere  else.

aspirated  voiceless  bilabial stop.

unaspirated  voiced  bilabial stop.  Allophenes  are  [b] and  [fi]. The  allo-

phone [61 tends  toeoccur  in fast speech  intervocalically or  between  glides
artd  vowels,  ib] occurs  otherwise,  and  it is identical to the second  lbl in
English baby.
aspirated  voiced  bilabial stop.

unaspirated  voiceless  apico-dental  stop.  Allophones are  [t] and  Iti], and

the latter one  (unreleased) occurs  word-final  before a  pause. [t] occurs
everywhere  else.

aspirated  voiceless  apico-dental  stop.

unaspirated  voiced  apico-dental  stop,  It is prgnounced with  the tip of

the tongue  against  the back of the teeth.
aspirated  voiced  apico-dental  stop.

unaspirated  voiceless  retroflex  stop.

aspirated  voiceless  retroflex  stop,

unaspirated  voiced  retroflex  stop.

aspirated  voiced  retroflex  stop.

NII-Electronic  Mbrary  
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lkl

!khf/gl!ghffifffOlfagffaghflfllh//mlfn!flj/

111/r//Wffjl

unaspirated  voiceless  dorso-velar stop.  Allophones are  [k] and  [k7 ], and
the latter one  (umeleased) occurs  word-final  before a  pause. [k] occurs

everywhere  else,  Sometimes  the allophone  [lj] may  occur  following a
nasal  vowel  before a pause and  is due  to the  nasalization  of  the vowel  and

the  unreleasedness  of  the  stop,  e,g.:  [ghandruk"2] ･-  [ghandruD 2]
'Ghandrung

 (place name)'.

aspirated  voiceless  dorso-velar stop,
unaspirated  voiced  dorso-velar stop,

aspirated  voiced  dorso-velar stop,

unaspirated  voiceless  lamino-palatal affricate,

aspirated  voiceless  lamino-palatal affricate.

unaspirated  voiced  Iamino-palatal affricate.

aspirated  voiced  lainino-palatal affricate.

voiceless  lamino-palatal fricative,
voiced  glottal fricative,
voiced  bilabial nasal.

voiced  apico-dental  nasal.

voiced  dorso-velar nasal.  It is pronoumced like the first sound  in Tibetan

ga.voiced
 lamono-alveolar lateral approximant.

voiced  lamho-alveolar trill,
voiced  labial-velar approximant.

voiced  palata] approximant.

2.IJ Stopsandfricatives

    From  the table 1 above,  we  can  see  that Gurung  has four series  of  stop

consonants:  voiceless  unaspirated,  voiceless  aspirated,  voiced  unaspirated,

and  voiced  aspirated.  Following standard  transliteration practices in use

in Nepal, aspiration  is represented  by  the letter h  directly fQllowing the con-

sonant  symbol  without  superscript,  though  they  don't have  an  orthography

for Gurung. However,  when  they have to write  down  their language, they

do use  the letter h in order  to show  the aspirated  sounds.  Aspiration is

quite strong  and  clearly  audible.  Stops and  obstruents  generally contrast

in five places of  articulation:  bilabial, dental, retroflex  palatal and  velar.

2.1.1.1 Labial

    The labial phonemes  for aspiration  and  voicing  are  as  shown  below.

e.gfpf:

 fpalf 'wine,liquor'
 /pale2/(TB'g-la) 

'fooV

lphl: fpha21(TB"wa="(p)wa)S 
'husband'

 lphth11(<Nep.phul) 
'egg'

lb!: 1-ba! 'gerundform'

 lbari2!(<Nep.baari) 
'field'

lbY: !bhi41 
'tosay'

 /bhanda 4f  (<Nep.bhandaa)
                                     

'than'

5. Tibeto-Burman  reconstructions  are  from Benedict 1972,
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2.1.1.2 Dental

    Dental stops  and  nasals  are  pronounced  with  the tip of  the tongue

against  the back of  the front teeth, frequently protruding between the front

teeth,e.g./tl:

 1fi2f'heart' ltalf'needle'

lt"f: ft"a 2f 
'smelY

 /t"tt-ba21 
'to

 drink'

/df: ldede21'some' ldgkhi2/'sad'

ldh/: fdhari31'even' ldharma41'gooddeeds'

2.1.1.3 Retroflex

    Retroflex sounds  are  articulated  with  the tip of  the tongue  against  the

alveolar  ridge,  i,e. the  tip of  the  tongue  touches  the  roof  of  the  mouth  ata

point slightly  further back than is the case  with  t or  d in English. Unlike

palatal stops,  retrpflex  stops  traditionally do  not  occur  in phonemic  invento-

ries  of  Tibeto-Burman  languages. They  are  usually  interpreted as  a

sequence  of  dental stop  and  lrl. Historically speaking,  they  do  of  course

derive from various  stops  clustering  with  lr/, however the historical evolu-

tion of  the language shows  progressive elimination  of  syllable  initial conso-

nant  clusters.  This process seems  to have  reached  almost  the summit  in

the modern  languages, where  no  other  initial consonant  clusters  than  the

velars  followed by  the high front glide ljl are  tolerated. This characteris-

tic tendency  for initial cluster  simplification  suggests  that retroflex  stops

have now  become  single  units.  If the drive towards  syllable  initial cluster

simplification  were  used  as  evidence  for the contrastive  status  ef  the palatal
consonants,  there would  remain  no  syllable  initial consonant  clusters  in

these languages. As  far as  the phonetic realization  is concerned,  we  have

observed  that retroflex  stops  are  released  with  a  short  period of  central  fric-

tion.e.g.Itl:

 lto-ba41'towin', 
'
 ltola21'quarter'

lthl: lthacle 2f 
`long

 and  narrow'  ft"aku 2f 
"eldestbrother'

lq/: lclabal21(<Eng.double)'double' fdalla2!(<Nep.clpllo)'lump'
fclb!: lclbola41 (<Nep. clPo16) 'bigdrum'

 fq}ukura3/ (<Nep. djukur) 
'dove'

2.1.1.4 Palatal

    Palatal fricatives are  articulated  with  the blade of  the tongue  in the

pa!atal area.

e.g./if/:

 lgi 1/ (TB 'tsow)  
'fat',

 fgZu 1/ `ten'

ltl"f: lghi21 'grass',
 fg"a- 11 (TB 'lyak-s)

 
'good'

/tg1: 1agu21'body', fagori-ba21'totie'
!tghl: lctshala 41 

'window',

 fag"ajh 4! (Nep. jahaaj) 
'vehicle'

6. This form  is thought  to be originated  from  Chinese term  
`SMsu'

 .
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2.-1.5 Velar

    Ve!ar sounds  are  articulated  with  the back of  the tongue  against  the

velum.

e,g.Ikl:

 fka 11 (TB '(m-)ka,
 
'(s-)ka)

 
'chinL

 !ko lf 
'blood'

/k"f: lkhola27 'river'.
 fkhani2! 'where'

lgl: lgora 2f(<Nep,  ghodaa) 
'horse',

 lgorkha 2! 'Gurkha
 Brigade'

lghf: lghajici-ba 3f 
'to

 crawl',  lgltanta 41 (<Nep. ghataa) 
'hour'

2.12

e.g.Iml:'lnf:ID/:

 Nasals

Nasals contrast  in tlrtree parts of  articulation:  bilabiaL dental, and  velar.

!m6i 2f 
'medicine'

 lghm 11 (<gh-mo 1) 'eaV

lnape 2/ (TB s-na)  
'nose',

 fsaglan 2f(<Nep.  sajjan)  
'honest'

/na 11 (TB 'oa)
 
'lst

 person singular'.  Igurun 21 'Gunmg'

2.-3  Othersounds

    The phoneme  lff is pronounced  as  an  palatal fricative, but in some
cases  especially  in Nepali loanwords, it is pronounced as  dental fricative [s].
    The distribution of  the glides /wl and  !yl is intimately connected

with  the behavior of  vowels  in different positions within  the syllables. Full

discussion of  the distribution of  these sotinds  will  thus  be deferred until

after  discussion of  the vowels.  At this pdint only  the phonemic  status  of

the two  glides with  respect  to one  another  will  be established  by  the  mini-

mal  pair ya and  wa,

e.g.lf/:fhl:fll:lr/:fj/:lwl

  !fo 11  (TB *s-wa)
 
'tooth'

 lfim 11

  fhawa  3f 
'wind',

 lhalgal 21

  11e 11 (TB m-lay-s-lay)  
'tongue',

 1-lai!,
  lril 11 

ihorn',

 lru 2!

  lja-ba 3f 
'to

 go' ljo-ba 1/

  lkuwa 31 
'well

 (n,)V 1-we!
Due  to the massive  borrowing from Nepali

`mouth'

'conditionr

'dative
 marker'

'thread'

'to

 get''question
 marker'

loanwords  are  used  in daily conversation  in Gurung

observation,  when  they  use  these words,  they  tend  to have tone  2, which

will  be discussed later in this chapter.

vocabulary,  lots of Nepali

    , According to my

2,2 Finalsounds

    There are  twelve  fina
k, b, d, g, fl
/1/: ltie1 21 

'oil'

lrl: lgUrll`here',
lm!: /kamll'waist',

1 consonants  in Syangta Gurung: 11, r, m.  n, n. p, t,

fmajhl 41 'muscle'

1kioar 2 1'your place'
fgU-m lf 

'slhe

 is (3sg +  TOP)'
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fnlfDffplftl:fkffbffdlffl:

    FleasedNepal

 have

only  Newar  and  Bah

iUIS

 fmy6n  2f 
`taste',

 lkwen 3! 
'cloth'

 1kahDkaD 21 
iHong

 Kong'

 fphip 21 
'overhead'

 lperat ll (<pera-do l), 'Push

 it! (Imperative form)'

 lghandruk2f (- [ghandrulj 2]) 'Ghandnmg
 (place name)'

 luprib 1f (<upri-ba 2) 'to
 jump',

 lkrod 21 (<kro-do 2) 'Go  to bed! (Imperative form)', fdud 21 
'

 /bif 11 (<Nep. bi:s) 
'twenty'.

 !danoj'31(<Nep. danu:s) lo

inal lp. t/ are  stmilar  to initial /p, tl, but the fina

 and  they  end  the  syllal)le very  abruptly.  Most  of  the

     word-final  
-p,

 
-t,

 
-m,

 m,  
-n,

 
-1,

 
-r

 and  
-s.

 So･ far as

            ing do  not  have word-final  consonants.

[Voi. 12, No.  1

!kreb 21 (<kre-ba 2) 'to

 climb'
                          '

                     envoy

                     ridge'

              ls are  usually  unre-

                   languages in

                      we  know,

2.3 Thevowelphonemes

    The  inventory  of Gurung vowel  phonemes is given in the Table.

   i u

     e o

          a

Table2.  TheCurungVowels

The  description for each  vowel  phoneme  is as  follows:

fif. Highfronturrroundedvowel. ThisvowelissimilartoEnglish[i],howev-

     er  the tongue  position is slightly  higher, This vowel  is lower in closed

     than in open  syllables.

Iul. High back rounded  vowel.  Like lil, this vowel  is usually  slightly  lower

     in closed  syllables  than  in open  ones,  but the difference is not  great.
fel. MidfrontunroundedvoweL

fa/. Low  central  unrounded  vowel.  The vowel  la/ is phonetically the low
     central  Vowel  represented  by  IPA  [a]. It has  been  placed in the above

     chart  as  a  front vowel  due  to the symmetrical  nature  of  its contrast  within

     the system,

lef. Most  often  this vowel  is lower rnid,  back and  rounded.  Before syllable

     final lml and  lpl, however.  it is centralized  and  articulated  higher. fur-

     ther  front and  with  less rounded  lips than  otherwise.  As  a  result,  it

     approaches  the pronunciation of  schwa.

    The functional loads of  the /i!-!e! contrast  and  lul-lo/ contrast  are

not  so  great: in lots of  cases  both sounds  in each  pair are  interchangeable.

Unlike Gachok  Gurung,  vowel  length is not  phonologically distinctive in

Syangta dialect. It is know  that among  languages in Nepal, only  Limbu･

has a quantity opposition  in open  and  closed  syllables.  The  languages

which  have  quantity opposition  in open  syllables  only  are  Kham,

Kathmandu  Newar,  Tamang,  Jirel, Sherpa, [[hulung, Hayu,  Sunwar, Bahing.

    Gurung has five nasalized  vowel  phonemes.  Phonologically distinc-
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tive nasalization  is observed  in the following languages in Nepal: NepalL
Kham,  Kathmandu  Newar,  Hayu,  and  Sunwar. In some  languages such  as

Tamang,  Iirel, Sherpa, Thulung  and  Bahing, the  status  of  vowel  nasality  is

unstable.

e.g,la/li/lullellol

lalIVIUIlel16f

aja 3 breast',
ki 1 '2nd

 p
gU 1 'this',

le 2 
'tongue',

ko 2 'njne'.

erson  sm

ka 2 
'chin',

tl 1 'heart',

p"tt 2 
'egg'

ke 1 `food'.

hj6 1 `snow',

'
 gular'la

 1 
'1't

 person smgular'

ni2 
'seven'

lju 1 `water'

pale 2 
'leg'

oreore  1 'mosquito'

tha 2 
'smell'

ti 2 
'house'

thtt 2 
'to

 dririk'
laje1 (TB 's-la)

 
'moon'

th6ne 2 
`younger

 brother'

Z4  Syllablestructure

    The  syllable  canon  is givenbelew:

  (C,)(Ci) (V) V  (V) <CD

       [glide] [glide]

Table3, TheGurungSyllableCanon

    The  minimum  syllable  type  is a  single  vowel,  such  as  on  of  the forms

for the word  for lal 'a

 question marker'.  Although a  glottal stop  frequent-

ly appears  at the beginning of a syllable  beginning with  no  consonant,  there
is no  phonemic contrast  between  vocalic  onset  and  glottal onset.  :[[he ini-

tial ¢ onsonant  of  the  syllahle  are  any  of the  following sounds:  fp, ph, b, bh, t,
th, d, dh, t. th, (l, clP, k, kh, g, gh, g gh, ag, tgh, D h, m,  n, 1, 1, rl.  111 and  lrl
come  Cjposition. On-glides and  off-glides  are  either  lj/ or  lwl. Finals

are: /1, r, m,  n,  lj, p, t, k, b, d. g, f/.

Examples of  monosyllables:

vcvCWCVCCWCCCVCCVCiloo4aja

 3gur

 1fiad

 1kra
 2khrud

 2

'alsoi'forehead'

'breast'

'here'iDie!'`head''wash!'

alka2lju2kam

 1tiel
 2kri

 1

'negative
 prefix on  verb'

'chin'
 

'pal

`water'
 mail

'waist'

 rog2
'oil'ione'

'liquor'

'buttock'

'sickness'

Examples  of  disyllables:
kramuil  

'hair'
 mikli2 'tear

 (n.)'
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mo  te 4pote2ri

 pa 2

'lip'
 kam  mar  l

'navel'

 tula3
'bone'

 pukri2

    RJiS

'waist''powder'

'snake'

Examples  of  trisyllables:

li mo  ra4  
'face'

 ku dha ra2

tamaku2  
'tobaccp'

 namemui2

na  ko ro  24 
'ant'

 ra  su  ri2

ma  mo  ro  
'rice-fieldr

 li kai le l

back foody)'
ifeather'

trrope'backward'

[Vol. 12. No. 1

2.5 ConsonantClusters

    T[here are  two  types of  consonant  clusters  in Syangia.

Cl-: fpl-, phl-, bl. kl-, ml-1

Cr-: lpr-, phr-, br-, kr-, khr-, gr-, mr-f

    The  second  consonant  would  either  be /11 or  lr/,
ters, glide /j/ or  /wl might  appear.

2.6 Morphologicallyderivedvowelforms

    The  following  words  are  examples  of

morphologically  derived verbs  only.

e.g.aw

 jau3(<ja-3) 
'going(nominalyzed)'

iw bhiu4(<bhi-4) 
'telling(nomina!ized)'

ow  thou2(<t"tt-2) 'drinking(nominalized)'

diphthongs

After

which

these clus-

appear  m

3. Tone

    In this section,  our  concern  is the tones of  Gurung, The  suprasegmen-

tal contrast  system  of  this language comprises  two  binary features. One

feature involves a contrast  in highllow  registers  and  the other  a  contrast  in

pitch movement.  The  intersection of  these two  features results  in four con-
trastive pitch patterns. The  phonological word  is the domain  for which

these contrasts  are  relevant,  that is, the tone bearing unit,  Needless to say,

the syllable  plays an  important role  in that the most  salient  phonetic fea-

tures of  voice  quality and  pitch movement  are  realized  on  the vocalic  nucle-

us  of  the first syllable  of  the morpheme.  The  subsequent  voiced  segments

of  the morpheme  are  of  course  also  affected,  but they are  overshadowed  by

the first syllable.  Morphemes  are  either  monosyllabic  or  polysyllablic.
The  features under  discussion will  be most  clearly  manifested  on  the first

syllables  of  the words.

    As  Benedict and  Mazaudon  assume,  Proto-Tamangic was  a tonal lan-

guage. Some  of  them  have not  retained  this original  phonemic tonality
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like Chantyal, but Gurung,  Tamang  and  Thakila have, Gurung  exhibits  a

two-way  contrast  between  low  and  high tone in monosyllabic  words,  but it

shows  a  four-way tonal distinction in polysyllabic words.  Suffixes and

prefixes also  have  tone associated  to them.  The most  interesting phenome-
nel concerning  Syangja tone  is that the tonal value  in the first syllable

spreads  to other  syllables. The Tamangic  languages have been described

as  having a  undamental  four-tone system  (Mazaudon 1973, 1978). On  the

contrary,  most  of  the languages related  to Tibetan, such  as  Dzongkha,

Sherpa, Ladaklri, Jirel, Bumthang,  and  Monpa,  exhibit  a  two-tone  system.

    Tonal systems  of  Tarnangic  languages such  as  Gurung  and  Thakali  can

be interpreted as  complexes  of  voice  register  (clear vs.  breathy voice),  loud-

ness,  pitch and  length. If we  focus on  pitch, they might  be considered  as  a

crossing  system  of  pitch register  (high vs.  Iow) and  pitch contour  (level vs.

contour),  but, in general, clear  voice  co-occurs  with  high register  and

breathy  voice  co-occurs,  with  low  register,  It is extremely  difficult to  say

which  came  first, If the main  factor is phonation, we  have to admit  it as  a

part of  tone  (see Nishi 1989). Some  of  the Tibetan dialects or  Himayaish

languages spoken  in North  east  India  has  functional  load  is quite low.
These languages have only  a  few minimal  pairs.

3.1 Acoustic study  for identifying tonal value

    This section  presents the findings from  an  acoustic  analysis  of  the fun-
damental frequency of the tones in the Gurung  language. lhe  main  pur-

pose is to identify the tonal values  and  tonal shapes  of  Gurung. We  first

shows  the FO and  duration of  the tones in citation  forms. Then  we  discuss

the tonal system  of Gurung  on  the basis of  the acoustic  study.  This lan-

guage has tone  sandhi  phenomena,
    [[he test words  used  here consists  of  four sets:  monosyllables,  disylla-

bles, trisyllables and  quadrasyllables. These data were  collected  from the

informant mentioned  in chapter one.  These words  chosen  for testing  are

real  words  in Gurung, and  are given below:

Tl

T2

T3

T4

monosyllables

    pa
   

i3sg'

    ua
   

'veinJ

    pa
    

itea'

    pa
   

Json'

disyllables

  khuLfi
'happiness'

  phob6
  

'bat'

  meqa

 banana'

  jaku
 

'barley'

  trisyllables

   kiliba

    
,Pin'

   nakajh

'chicken
 (meat)'

   rumala
'handkerchief'

    isaba

  
'account'

quadrisyllables
  kilibame

  
`Pins

 (pl.)'
 phob6agogo
  bat(pl.)'

 majatgogo

  
'bananas'

  jakuagogo
 

'barley
 (pl･)'

Since these words  are  free morphemes,  i.e. nouns  or  combinations  of

demonstrative plus nouns,  we  prepared another  word  set of  verbs  or  verbal
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components  for disyllables, trisyllables

comprises  verb  +  non-past  marker,  verb

marker,  and  verb  + benefactive marker

marker,  respectively.

Tl

T2

T3

T4

                  Iike to mention  the way  the

and  The  present based
and  speaker  Syangia

recordings  were  made  of  the  sul)ject reading  a  wordlist  including the above

words.

    Recordings  took  place at  the informant's  house. He  was  told to read

   test word  list at  a normal  speed  of  speech.  All testing syllables  were

    in citation  form and  repeated  10 times. A  total of  280 tokens  were

    disyllables

      fiaje
      

'killed'

      khu-je

     
'washed'

       Jarle
      il

      .gone

      prl-)e
     

'written'

Here we  would

2002  by 1 male

trisyllables

fia-di-mo
 

'ki11ing'

khu-di-mo
'washng'

 ja-di-mo
 i-1

  gomgpri-di-mo

 
iwrihng'

                    [Vol. 12. No.  1

 and  quadrosyllables. Each  set

+  progressive marker  +  non-past

+  progressive marker  +  non-past

     quadnsyllables
     fia-mi-di-mo
   

'killing
 for someone'

     khu-mi-di-mo

  
'washing

 for someone'

      ja-mi-di-mo
   

`going

 for someone'

     pri-mi-di-mo
  

'writing
 for someone'

       speech  data are  collected

   upon  recordings  done  in 2001

   dialect of  Gurung,  the audio

thereadselected

 to  be pitch tracked  and  a  trace  of  fundamental frequency contour  of

each  token  was  obtained,

3.2 Analysis

    The  acoustic  analysis  was  done  with  the aid  of  KAY  CSL  4300B

(Computerized Speech Lab). CSL provides 16-bit input  analog-to-digital

converter  and  recordings  were  digitized at a sampling  rate  of  10kHz.  

"

 For

each  token,  the duration and  fundamental  frequency were  measured.

Measurement  of  the  duration of the tones was  made  from  the speech  wave-

forms using  formant trajectories and  visual  inspection of  the waveforms.

This is conducted  at  the Phenetic Laboratory of  City University of  Hong

Kong.

    Here  we  demonstrate the result  of  the tonal patterns of  monosyllabic

and  polysyllabic words.  These fundamental frequency patterns are  the

result  of  tone spreading.  The  following figures show  the fundamental fre-

quency of  monosyllabic  words:
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Results

 Fundamental  Frequency

Figure 1.Mean  z-score  normalized  FO centours

Figure 2.Mean  z-score  normalized  Fe  contours  (disyllabie}
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Figure  4,Mean  z-scote  normalized  FO contours  {quadrisyllabic)

3.3.2 Onsets  and  peaks

   Onsets and  peaks of  Gurung  tones  are  shown  below:

        Tonel  Tone2  Tone3  lrone4

       o p o p o p o p

      146.2 150.3 129.5 150,1 110.8 122,7 99.6 1289

          Table 3. 0nsets  and  peaks of  Syangja Gurung  tones  (kHZ}

3.3.3 Tonalvalues

   With  the aid  of  acoustic  experiment  for identifying the tonal values  for

each  tone in Syangta Gurung, we  can  sum  up  them  as  follows:

Monosyllabic TonalValueinPolysyllabicWords

TonevaluelrtitialSyllableMedialSyilableFinalSyllableI

54 55 44 33

34 33 55 22

21 22 11 11

12 11 11 33

Table 4.Syangja  Gurung  ?itch Patterns in Polysyllabic Words

   Based on  the phonetic data given above,  we  can  summarize

cally  the FO contours  for four tenes in Gurung  as  follows:

    monosyllabic  disyllabic trisy]labic quadrisyllable
1. HM  HM  HML  HMML

2. MH  MH  HML  HML

3. ML  ML  MLL  MLLL

4. LM  LM  LLM  LLLM

phonologi-
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As  we  can  see  from above  data, the default tone  of  this language is L.

    ln Gurung, in compounding  the second  component  of  the compound

}oses its original  tonal  identity; that is to say,  its pitch profile is determined

by  the identity of the contour  of  the first component,  or  it takes some  uni-

form  tene. And  in the domain  of  suffixation,  suffixes  cannot  have any  dis-

tinctive  tonal  features; i.e. their pitch profile is entirely  determined by  the

pitch contour  of  the preceding stem,  or  all suffixes  have some  neutral  and

uniform  pitch ¢ ontour.  In this sense,  we  can  call  Gurung  a  word  tone  lan-

guage.
    Analyzing the tone within  the framework  of  autosegmentai  phonology,
we  would  like to propose the following set  of  tone  rules:

a. Default tone  is L

b. Delete tones from  non-initial  syllables.

c. Associate tope to syllables  one-to-one,  from left to right.

d. If there are  more  syllables,  spread  the last tQne  to excess  syllables,

e. If there are  more  tones, link excess  tones to the last syllables.

33A  Distributionoftones

    The distribution of  tones is as  follows:
                         Onset Constraints
Tonel  165sequences(16,5%)  none

Tone2  419sequences(41.9%)  none

Tone3  155sequences(15.5%)  
-aspiratedifobstruent

Tone  4 261 sequences  (26.1%) +  aspirated  if obstruent

It should  be said  that  Tone  2 is actistomary  tone or  default tone in thls lan-

guage. Incidentally,oneofthemostwell-knownsuprasegmentalphenom-

ena  in Tibeto-Burman is Lhasa Tibetan compounding.  Lhasa Tibetan has

the following compounding  rule  in hat terms  of  pitch, which  is more  or  less

similar  to that of  Syangta Gurung. Note  that the second  syllable  in Lhasa

Tibetan  is always  high. (1) H  or  HM  +  H  or  LM  
-

 HH,  (2) H  er  HM  +  HM

or  LML  -  HM,  (3) L or  LML  +H  or  LM  -  LH,  (4) L  or  L  +  HM  or  LML  -

LHM,  ln other  words,  the pitch pattern of  cornpounding  words  in Lhasa

Tibetan is determined by  the first element  of  the  pitch (High or  Low)  in the

first syllable  and  the last element  (falling or  noO  of  the pitch in the second

syllable, We  can  summarize  the tonal feature and  tonal behavior in com-

pounding  as  follows: TONE  1 [+ high] [- falling], TONE  2 [+ high] I+
falling], TONE  3 [- high][- falling], TONE  4 [- high][+ fqlling].

4. StressassignmentinGurung

In Gurung  polysyllabic words,  a  slightly  heavier stress  most  often  falls
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on  the initial syllable  of  the root,  regardless  of  the overall  phonotactic struc-

ture of  the phonological word.  So for example,  in bimorphemic  words

where  the root  word  is monosyllabic,  main  stress  falls on  the  root.

    Perceptually speaking,  native  speakers  of  Gurung  agree  that the most

accented  syllable  is generally the first one.  My  phonetic analyses  confirm

this, but overall  there is not  a  very  noticeable  difference, in stress  patterns on

different syllables.  Initial syllables  typically  show  a  somewhat  longer

vowel  duration and  a  minimally  higher amplitude  of  the vowel  by  about  3

decibels than  do  penultimate or  final syllables,

    I have noticed  a  certain  number  of  words  with  phonetic evidence,
through  vowel  duration and  amplitude  differences, of  final stress. [[hese

words  generally have  a  longer vowel  duration  on  the  second  syllable, and

the second-syllable  vowels  show  amplitudes  of  between  five and  seven

decibels higher than  do the mitial-syllable vowels.  The  final stress pattern
in these  words  occurs  in both isolation and  frame-medial contexts,  and  in

different repetitions  of  the same  word.  For now,  I leave the topic of  stress

with  just these observations.

5. Intonationpattern

    Intonation is not  an  important part of  Gurung  phonology. Being a

tonal lariguage. there is very  little variation  in pitch, even  in excited  speech.

An  extra  high  falling pitch is sometimes  used  f6r emphasis.  However,  tihis

applies  only  to words  with high tones. Ihe  way  intonation affects  a  word

depends  on  whether  or  not  it is in a major  word  class.  The  greatest change

in Gumng  phonology has come  in the change  of  tempQ.  A  slow.  deliberate

pace used  to be the norm.

5.1 DeclarativeSentences

    Gurung  has a  declarative sentence  patteTn as  well  as  an  equal  pattem
with  no  explicit  verb.  According  to my  observation,  OVS  pattern is also
seen  as  well  as  SOV  order  in declarative sentences.  However.  the  SOV  pat-
tern the verb  appears  more  basic than  OVS.  The  normal  pitch melody  for

these declarative sentence  types is starting  either  low  or  mid.  rising  in the

middle  and  falling to low at  the end.  Stress is realized  primarily by a high-
er pitch and  secondarily  by  an-increase  in volume.

5.2 InterrogativeSentences

    The normal  stress  pattern forboth yes-no and  informational interroga-

tive sentences  is to  start mid  or  low  and  end  high. To  form  a  yes-no ques-
tion the question marker  1-al or  /-we/ is attached  to the Iast word  of  the
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sentence.  It always  carries  high intonation, which  it usually  imparts  to the

entire  word.  Iliis sentence  breaks the normal  pattern by n6t  falling at  the

end.  It starts low  then ends  mid.  If the final word  has two  syllables,  it

would  normally  have  dropped  again,  but since  it had  only  one  syllable  it

had to stay  at mid  because there can  be only  one  pitch level per syllable.

    The  informational question is formed by  using  a  question word  in the

place where  the  information  requested  would  fit if the  sentence  were  declar-

ative.  Sometimes this is at  the end  of  the sentence,  but often  it is not.  The

question word  receives  whatever  intonation is appropriate  for the part of

the sentence  it occupies.  It does not  have a  set  intonation; rather  the into-

nation  pattern is a  sentence-level  phenomenon.  In the following examples,

the question word  is underlined.

6. Phonologicalprocesses

    In this section  we  will  briefly discuss the following phonological
processes or  free variations:  the weakening  and  devoicing of  initial conso-

nants,  nasality  spreading,  and  flapping.

6.1 Initialweakening

    Several kinds  of  initial weakening  are  observed  in Gurung.

Followings are  some  examples  of  initial weakening:

(1) ph>O!f:
phMma2> ¢ ilima2 

'film'

phi 2 +  la >  ¢ la (fila) 2 
'upward'

(2) kh>x:

pakhura 2 
-

 paxura 2 
'arm',

pokhara 1 
-

 poxara 1 
'Pokhara

 (place name)'

(3) b >  filw:
rnainly,-ba>-wa  

`gereund,nominalizer'

6.2 Devoicingofconsonants

    Aside from weakening  mentioned  above,  we  can  see  the devoicing of

vowels  at syllable  final position in imperative sentences.

jad3>jat3 
'Go!(Imperative)'

    ln the following environment,  !I/and lrl devoice:
1, r -

 1, I 1 {ph, khl
e.g,phle-ba

 2> p"!e-ba 2 
'to

 lose one's  way',  p"ram 1 >  ph:am 1 'rumor'

khlanu 2 >  kh!anu 2 'poor
 people', khri-ba 2 >  khli-ba 2 'to  plaiV
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6.3 Nasalityspreading

    Nasality will  spread  from a  nasal  vowel  to other  vowels.  Examples

are  as  follows:

kij o- -u 2 > kij 6-tt 2 `playing',
 me-tt  2 >  mE-tt  2 'searching'

6.4 Flapping

    in the following environment,

e.g,mro-

 4 >  mfo-  4. 'to
 see'

mru-2>mru-2  
'altogether'

r becomes  flap: r >  tlm
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